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Philosophy of assessment that supports student learning

The following principle and beliefs guide our philosophy of assessment:

Our scholars...

● Have different learning styles
● Have different cultural experiences, expectations, and needs
● Are at the center of the learning process
● Need to understand where they are in the learning process to reflect and set

achievable goals
● Will receive timely feedback that is positive and constructive
● Should reflect on their learning aid in the learning of their peers
● Will advocate for their needs and communicate challenges to demonstrate

progress

Our teachers will…

● Facilitate student reflection on their growth
● Monitor student progress and adjust instruction to meet the needs of our students
● Collaborate with stakeholders to help guide instructional practices based on

assessment data
● Use a variety of instructional and assessment methods and strategies to meet

the needs of all students
● Provide modifications and accommodations to students based on their LEPs,

504s, and IEPs.
● Provide instruction that is engaging and relevant to students, giving students

multiple opportunities to demonstrate their understanding
● Provide feedback to parents on their students' progress regularly
● Use formative assessment to guide instruction
● Use summative assessment to determine student mastery

Our assessments will…

● Provide stakeholders with the information necessary to diagnose gaps in student
learning and understanding

● Reflect skills applicable to content and course objectives, as well as aligned to IB
criteria

● Provide modifications and accommodations based on student needs or LEPs,
504s, and IEPs
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Common practices in using the MYP assessment criteria and determining
achievement levels

Each criterion will be assessed at least twice a year in each MYP subject area in
which the student is enrolled. The assessment criteria will be used to provide
feedback to the students, their families, their teachers, and other relevant
stakeholders.  Our assessments will synthesize the IB criteria and the state
standards while aligning to the district-adopted curricula.

At Roberts Academy and Dater High School, teachers will collaborate to ensure
universal understanding and interpretation of IB criteria at each grade level and
each subject.  They will develop task-specific descriptors for the MYP rubrics
and will work to standardize scoring practices. Grades 7 and 9 will use a
combination of years 1, 2, and 3 assessment criteria.

Common practices in recording and reporting student achievement

Grades will be reported according to the CPS grading and assessment policy.
Students will receive a grade at least once every 2 weeks. Grades are viewable
in PowerSchool.  Grades for each reporting period, midterm and quarterly, will
be communicated to students and families according to the district calendar.
Students and families will receive a report on their students’ progress towards
mastery in each of the MYP criteria in each subject area semesterly.

Implementation of formative and summative assessment consistent with IB
expectations

Formative assessment is “for” learning, while summative assessment is “of” learning.
Formative assessment is integrated into daily teaching to help inform student progress
towards IB criteria and state standards in order to adapt teaching to meet student
needs. Summative assessment is used to demonstrate progress towards mastery, and
to measure student understanding and application of content knowledge and skills at
the end of a unit, quarter, semester, or year.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1b0uPOfg2Ltk9VwjrEHoGEmHWZQg2USgF/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=118069922802908785661&rtpof=true&sd=true
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Explanation of the relationship of MYP assessment principles and practices with
required systems for grading and reporting

Roberts Academy and Gilbert A. Dater High School are required to give grades on an
A-F scale based on standards. In the MYP, these standards will include both the Ohio
State Standards and the IB criteria. As the program develops, the partnership will
further explore a common conversion of IB criteria to an A-F grading scale.

Ongoing review

Both Roberts Academy and Gilbert A. Dater high school will at a minimum, review this
and other policies annually. Changes will be presented to both the ILT and LSDMC of
each respective school.
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